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Lt. Cmdr. John C. Waldron Memorial Bridge
Pierre & Fort Pierre, SD

The chosen design for the piers and cap for the new Lt. Cmdr. John C. Waldron Memorial Bridge is two column
piers with a pier cap. The pier columns and cap will have a Federalist Style so that the new bridge will be
relatable to buildings in Pierre and Fort Pierre. The Capitol building in Pierre is one example. Recently the
formwork for the pier column was removed showing the Federalist-style vertical fluting on the column portion of
the pier with an arch interlaced fluting at the top of the column. The fluted trim and rubbed concrete finish will
give the new bridge a unique design that will make it visually standout to other major bridges throughout the
United States. 
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We are just a click away! 
 Follow us on social media.

The lighting design under the bridge will highlight the lines of the structure, bridge’s main span, and piers to
reveal the beauty of the structure without imposing upon the river and shoreline viewers. The lighting will
provide great color saturation which will highlight the fluting lines of the in-water piers from both ends of the
bridge.
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Welding is a trade skill used by many industrial companies such as automobile manufacturers, railway

systems, aerospace, and most especially, construction businesses. The Pierre Fort Pierre Bridge Project is no

exception.

Bridge welders read and follow blueprints and engineering drawings that provide specifications for assigned projects.

Their days are spent inspecting bridge structures and railings for leaks, water damage or telltale signs of worn parts.

Typically, bridge welders are detail oriented with manual dexterity and physical strength.

A high school diploma or GED is the minimum education requirement for becoming a bridge welder. They typically learn

their trade through vocational school courses, on-the-job training, apprenticeships or military welding schools. Earning a

bridge welding certificate through AWS further enhances employment opportunities. A recent study found that 10% of

bridge welders have a bachelor’s degree and 5% have master’s degree. Even though some bridge welders have a

college degree, it's possible to become one with only a high school degree or GED.

The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, or BLS, reports that structural

welders, such as bridge welders, earned an average salary of  

$49,520  per year as of May 2020. Reported median salaries of all

types of welders ranged from  $30,640  at the 10th percentile to  

$66,250  at the 90th percentile. For purposes of comparison,

OpenPayrolls estimates that bridge welder salaries range somewhere

between  $40,581  to  $61,501  with an average salary of $58,571 per

year in 2021.

Welders on the Bridge Project

They preheat, clean, cut, drill, and assemble materials for soldering. They also fabricate metal pieces for use in bridge

repair. Excellent workmanship is required when measuring and welding materials to avoid overheating or warping of

parts.

What does a welder do?

What does a bridge welder do?

Welders are skilled workers who primarily work on metals and other metalworks. One of the most commonly

known activities that welders do is fusing materials that are made of metal. They usually work on buildings,

large pipes, and cars. They also fix holes or any other imperfection on metal materials. They do this by

applying heat using welding torches or any other special tools that they have. Welders are also responsible for

studying blueprints related to the items they will work on, ensuring that all needed materials are available,

practicing occupational safety and health protocols, and maintaining the welding tools they use.

Bridge welders play an important role in the nation's

transportation system by ensuring that bridges are properly built,

maintained, and repaired. Each day millions of Americans safely

drive, walk, or bike across sturdy bridges thanks to dedicated

welders and strict industry standards for bridge construction. 

The demand for skilled welding labor continues to grow and it is estimated that jobs for welders will grow 3 percent

between 2019 and 2029, adding another 13,600 jobs to the economy. Job prospects for bridge welders look promising

because the nation’s aging infrastructure needs work. Employment opportunities will be best for those who are trained in

the latest welding technologies and open to relocation for work.

https://www.coursera.org/
https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes514121.htm
https://www.walmart.com/search/?query=drill
https://www.monster.com/
https://www.monster.com/

